Kiwanis Chicken Booth Volunteer Agreement
As of May 18, 2022
1. The fair runs from Friday, June 24th through Saturday, July 2rd. In general, volunteers are volunteering to
work a shift that consists of several jobs. Although a worker name may be linked to a job as we post the
day’s volunteer list, it is at the full discretion of the manager to make actual job assignments as workers
show up for their shift.
Note: If there are physical limitations that need to be considered, the limitations need to be included with
the volunteer name.
2. The ‘Kiwanis Chicken Booth Volunteer Agreement’ needs to be signed by every volunteer so that we
know everyone understands the expectations and requirements.
3. As was the case in previous years, managers and ticket sales slots are reserved for Kiwanis members.
4. As far as jobs, they include, in addition to general booth cleanup:
● Morning shift of shucking corn, slicing tomatoes, and general booth opening prep
● Lunch service and Dinner service shifts of cooking corn and serving meals
● The floater positions are ‘nice to have’ but are NOT as important as filling the other work
positions.
5. Students must be incoming freshmen or older. Special consideration may be given for siblings if
approved, in advance, by the Chicken BBQ Committee Chairman. All students must be accompanied by
a parent/guardian/sponsor, with no more than 4 students to 1 adult. So, if a parent wants to bring their
child and 2 or 3 of their friends, that’s OK.
6. Credit will only be given to those listed on the sign up sheets posted at the booth and properly signed in.
Write-ins will only be allowed in cases where they are replacements for people unable to work and/or at
the discretion of the shift manager.
7. Every volunteer is required to wear a name tag. These will be provided at the booth.
8. The Sound & Spirit boosters and students should wear marching band spirit shirts which will be black,
grey, blue and/or orange when they work.
9. All food service volunteers if hair is long enough to be pulled into a ponytail then that is expected. Please
bring hair band as none are provided by Kiwanis.
10. All food service volunteers are expected to wear gloves if they will be coming into direct contact with
prepared food items.
11. Depending upon Kiwanis, Band, and local community requirements, masks may be required.

In the spirit of service to the community, I have read the above agreement and agree to work within
its guidelines to allow my youth-oriented organization to participate in the “Profit Sharing” from the
Kiwanis Chicken Barbecue Booth.
Name ________________________________

Date ___________________

Signature _____________________________

Organization __________________________

